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PRAYING LICENSE 

Always read this part, some of my tutorials may have a different licenses  

Do not sell this Tutorial 

Do not make another tutorial from this tutorial (translation and ….) 

Tell me if you make something base on this tutorial, I would love to see how you used it 

Important: 

 

1. If You Learn Something From This Tutorial: 

Thank God for What You Have Learned (You Can Simply Say "Thank You God")  

Take some hour off and Go and have fun in real world 

2. If This Is The Tutorial That You Were Looking For, For A Long Time: 

Thank God For What You Have Learned (You Can Simply Say "Thanks A Lot God") pray something nice for me and my 
family And Take some hour off and Go and have fun in real world  

 

 

This One Is Not Necessary: 

But If You Make Money By Using These Techniques, Consider Donate A Little Too. 

 

 

 

Always Make Good Stuff with Your Knowledge. 



HELLO EVERYONE I AM MORTEZA AHMADI AND ITS TIME TO PLAY WITH SAND 

In this tutorial we are going to learn how we can use nParticle to make sand 

License for this tutorial is like many of my other tutorials “Praying/wishing luck and having fun”. 

Yep. If you learn something from this tutorial you should “thank god” and pray for me, life and after life  

Check out the license page to understand what I am talking about. 

Anyway. Let’s get it started. 

Part1: turning objects to sand 

Open the “Start_here.fbx” file or just make two object 

1. select the top object 

 

 

 

 

 

2. set Particle type to Balls 

 

 

3. open option for nParticle>fill object 

 

 

 

4. increase resolution to 80 

If you are using your own model. Do not set it to 80 as it may lead to 

very long wait and too much particle. 

 

5. This is how it should look like by now 

 

 

 

 

 



 

6. First of all let’s change color to something more like sand. 

 

 

7. If you play now all the particles will fall and spread freely like they  

are a group of balls 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Now going all the way up to Collision Section 

9. Set Bounce ,Friction ,Stickiness to 0 

 

Bounce : how much particles should jump up after hitting somewhere. 

=0: almost none 

=1: a lot 

>1: jumping like crazy (very Slow) 

 

Friction: how much Surface will block the particles. (Opposite of How much particle can slide on surfaces) 

=0: no blocking, slide all the way 

=1: block at touch, no sliding 

As you might be thinking. Friction can help us a lot to achieve a sand look simulation  



Stickiness: pretty much what the name says. 

It define how much particle should stick together or to 

collision surface. 

 

 

Not to make the final look of simulation 

 

 

 

10. Set Bounce to 0 (don’t you even dare to set it to higher value 

;[ , our sand sim doesn’t need that and i will cover it in next 

part of tutorial) 

11. Set friction to 0.3 

12. Set Stickiness to 1.6 or 2 

Some additional tip: 

 In Houdini we have something called UpRes which will turn each particle into multiple particle without resimulating. 

 In Maya you can set Particle render type to “multipoint”  

It is not as powerful as Houdini put still you may somehow find it 

useful. 

I made this tutorial very short and simple let me know if you have any 

question or if you prefer to make it more advance. 

And that is it. You are good to go. Now have fun with your sands.  

And don’t forget to check the next part of tutorial “melting objects”  

Alright Guys.  ;)  

Hope you enjoyed this tutorial and find it useful.  

Don’t forget about me and remember, always leave a comment as it will give me hope and reason to make more tutorials.  

I am Morteza Ahmadi, I’ll see you in next Time. 

 

  


